Freshwater
Improvement Fund
Urban Stormwater
Workshop
August 6, 2018
St. John’s Meeting Room, Wanaka

Urban StormwaterWorkshop
This document details the outcomes of the full day workshop held in Wanaka on Monday, August 6, 2018.
Workshop Goal
By December 2021, the science project team will develop and implement an Urban Run-off Research programme that will
study the quantity, quality and impacts of urban run-off on the ecosystems of Roys Bay in Lake Wanaka to understand what
is entering the waterways from stormwater run-off.
Workshop Objectives
Understand existing and planned urban stormwater management for Lake Wanaka, identify knowledge and management
gaps, and determine how to prioritise future work to address gaps. What can the FIF project deliver over the next 3 years to
fulfil the goal above? More specifically:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information sharing to brief all on the latest approaches to stormwater management / treatment, and the research
options open to us.
Direction and intentions for council water monitoring plans, and water quality expectations
Potential / likely directions for regional urban development
Local / community initiatives and concerns relating to urban stormwater management.
Identification of key knowledge gaps and research needs and prioritization of those needs now and into the future.
Networking - establishing a strong network of interested and engaged people across community, council university and
external researchers.

The analysis presented here is a summary of the discoveries, findings and questions brought forward from the workshop.
These working groups were mixed among industries and organisations. The outputs described are intended to showcase the
voices of those participating in the workshop.
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Summary of Workshop Outcomes
The two main themes or topics for research identified were:
• Advancing understanding of stormwater quality across different stages and types of urban
development.
• Understanding impacts and movement of stormwater in receiving lake environment.
Following on from this workshop, discussion has explored options for calling for “Expressions of Interest” to provide
research to support the FIF research priorities, and reflect the outcomes of the workshop. Wording of the invitation and
funding mix/limits are currently being discussed.
At least two MSc students at the University of Otago have expressed interest in starting relevant urban stormwater
projects in 2019.
An offer was made by Chris Arbuckle of Touchstone for us to take over the Down the Drains project. Following discussions
with Chris and members of the science working group, and consideration of the workshop outcomes it was decided that
it was too much for the Wanaka Water Project to take on.
It is noted that any urban science research undertaken through the FIF should complement where possible the Down the
Drains project.
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Participants
Batstone Associates
Chris Batstone

University of Melbourne
Chris Walsh

NIWA
Jonathan Moores , Juliet Milne

University of Otago - Catchments Otago
Cynthia Winkworth, Gerry Closs,
Simone Langhans, Sarah Mager,
Victoria Grant

Otago Fish and Game
Paul van Klink
Otago Regional Council
Rachel Ozanne, Sylvie Leduc,
Stephanie Dwyer, Bruce Monaghan
Queenstown Lakes District Council
Jen McGirr , Ulrich Glasner, Calum MacLeod
Touchstone/Aspiring Environmental
Chris Arbuckle

Upper Clutha Lakes Trust / Wanaka Water Project
Don Robertson, Megan Williams,
Mandy Bell, Randall Aspinall
Wanaka Community
Andrew Waterworth, Anna Simmonds,
John Darby, Marjorie Cook,
Dirk van Walt, Ella Lawton,
Jennie Blennerhasset
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Programme
Time

Activity

Location

Presenter

9:00 am

Meet at bus, Introductions, H&S briefing

St. John’s Room

Megan Williams, Randall Aspinall

9:20 am

View site

Stoney Creek

Chris Arbuckle

10:00 am Morning tea, view alpha series boundary site

Bullock Creek Hatchery

Paul Van Klink

11:00 am View site

Bremner Bay

Chris Arbuckle

11:25 am

View areas, stormwater system and settling
ponds discussion

Kirimoko subdivision,
Aubrey/Outlet road

Chris Batstone, Dirk Van Walt

12:00
pm

Lunch and networking

St. John’s Room

1:00 pm

Presentations

St. John’s Room

ORC: Rachel Ozanne/Sylvie Leduc,
QLDC: Ulrich Glasner,
Touchstone: Chris Arbuckle,
Fish and Game: Paul van Klink

2:00 pm

Panel Discussion – Upper Clutha
opportunities

St. John’s Room

Chair: Randall
UOM: Chris Walsh
NIWA: Jonathon Moores

3:00 pm

Afternoon tea

St. John’s Room

3:15 pm

Facilitated Workshop

St. John’s Room

5:00 pm

Workshop ends

St. John’s Room

Facilitator: Ella Lawton
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Morning Session - Bus Tour
Morning Goals
• Learn about what research is occurring already and what the gaps are.
• Learn what work is planned for the future to handle the huge urban growth anticipated?
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Afternoon Session
Afternoon Goals
• To identify and prioritise research now and into the future
• Detailed updates on the state of play with respect to lake monitoring, urban development and
stormwater management; details what ORC and QLDC have in their plans for catchment monitoring and
management, and how they see urban development proceeding.
• Hear from current researchers on latest developments in stormwater management and treatment.
• Hear from actively engaged and involved members of the local community on what is currently
happening (more in depth than general terms)
• Group capture - what work needs to be done? What can be done within this project? What are the
ongoing research priorities?
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Presentations
Otago Regional Council (Rachel Ozanne & Sylvie Leduc)
• Maintaining and expanding (10 new sites) the SOE & trophic lake monitoring in the Lakes and their
catchments to better understand the lake processes and catchment pressures
• Develop & implement a plan for better sampling of the groundwater quality in the Wanaka catchment
• Lake monitoring buoy deployments in Lake Hayes, Wanaka and Wakatipu
• Hydrodynamic model for Lake Wanaka to be developed to understand sustainable nutrient load limits
• Continue monitoring Lake Snow and leading research into feasible methods of managing its effects
• Further development of the Regional Urban Water Quality Plan & Strategy
View full presentation 1
View full presentation 2
Queenstown Lakes District Council (Ulrich Glasner)
• Review of role of local authorities in Freshwater – collaboration with other partners and levels of
government
• Main challenges in district mentioned throughout ten year plan – important is level of services, storm
water drainage services that protect public health and authorities
View full presentation
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Presentations
Touchstone (Chris Arbuckle)
• Bottom up project – community focused
• Opportunity to get funding for citizen science project
• Most time spent on sampling and getting information to help understand what’s been happening with
the lake – all voluntary
• Involving key people that spend their time on the lake – worked with Wanaka primary school, Mount
Aspiring college and other community organisations
View full presentation
View funding agreement
Fish and Game (Paul van Klink)
• Poorly engineered stormwater systems and mis-managed earthworks in the Alpha Series development
has led to a significant amount of sediment entering Bullock Creek (a spring fed creek)
• Further questions remain over the design and effectiveness of the stormwater disposal post
development – it is still not finalised
• There will be more of these issues as development continues in Alpha Ridge and other developments
around Wanaka
• We need better solutions for stormwater (during & post development) to prevent sediment and other
contaminants going into Bullock Creek and others
View full presentation
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Panel Discussion
A chance to learn from international and national examples of the opportunities that we have for Wanaka.
University of Melbourne (Chris Walsh) - Aus /International perspective
• Main focus in Melbourne has been protecting Port Phillip bay (lake in Melbourne). Partnership with
Melbourne Water and Melbourne University has allowed for important research to be completed
showcasing the importance and success of collaborative relationships.
View additional notes

View research paper

View website

NIWA (Jonathan Moores) - NZ perspective
• Clear decline in ecosystem health of our urban water bodies
• Water quality – studying different water quality contaminant. Generally all urban streams monitored are
getting consistently worse and are some of the top most degraded in the country
View full presentation
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Facilitated Workshop
Key Issues

What Can Be Done
Better?

• Scale and rapid growth
of development and
tourism
• Lack of knowledge and
research – need more
data, monitoring and
mapping
• Community knowledge
and accountability
• Climate change

• Marketing – more
community education
• Collaboration between
groups and councils
• QLDC and Developer
requirements
• Community
engagement
• Data monitoring and
research

What Could FIF’s role be?
• Create collaboration
from tradies, to
organisations to
council
• Community awareness,
education and
engagement
• Research affects on
lakes/streams, ways to
mitigate
• Create
models/mapping
• Build a case study
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Facilitated Workshop
Beasties on
drains Touchstone
Urban sensitive
design ex. stuff
already going on
with Touchstone at
schools

Community
Buy In

Target strategic
measurements

CLT/ORC FIF
Webstream
moving side by
side

SOF
Available to
all in strong
commentary

Review nastys in
drains/lake to
understand
baseline
Research &
Data

In limelight as
exemplar to view
by public

Property price,
data,
communication,
schools

Data on who is
using lake and
health cleanliness
of lake

ORC
monitoring
too slow - can
we fast track?
Use visitors to
inform and get
involved

Case Study
Bullock
Creek

Kiromiko/
Scurr Heights

Bremner
Bay

Literature
survey

Pop up notices
by Wanaka tree
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Facilitated Workshop
QLDC,
mapping,
hazards

Catchment
future
development
strategy

Liquification map

Connections
to
stormwater

Mapping

Integrated
Catchment
Management Plan

Regulatory
barriers - how?
Look at good
practice goose
Flows &
understand
load of nasties

Less snow,
more melting
with climate
change

Partners, remote
sensors, QLDC,
ORC, Catchments
Otago, School of
Survey Inc.

Social Impact
• Tourism, $ at
risk, ecological
values

Developers
to be
involved

FIF fund
focus
groups

Generate data

Localised
Properties

Public
interventions

Co funding with
MFE for case
study

Partners ex.
QLDC - rates
relief

Early design phase
• Water sensitive design
- inform FIF both ways
• Plumbers, architects,
engineers, QLDC
enviro management
Household
education catchment wide
scale
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Next Steps
The Upper Clutha Lakes Trust invites Expressions of Interest in providing research to improve
understanding, management and measurement of the quantity, quality and impacts of urban runoff on the
Lake Wanaka ecosystem.
Successful projects will help address one or more of the following topics:
1. Measure the quality, quantity and variability of runoff generated by urban areas in Wanaka.
2. Track the movement and processing of urban runoff through Lake Wanaka, using analysis of sediments,
trace metals, pathogens, nutrients and organic compounds as well as introduced tracers.
3. Assess the impacts of urban runoff on lake ecosystem health by comparing ecosystem health in impacted
and non-impacted areas. Lake ecosystem health biomonitoring protocols could be developed.
All interested individuals are invited to submit an Expression of Interest including an outline of the proposed
research to community@uppercluthalakestrust.org by 5pm Wednesday, 31 October 2018.
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Thank You For
Your Participation
Megan Williams, Wanaka Water Project
027 2291607
community@uppercluthalakestrust.org
www.uppercluthalakestrust.org
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